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CTA: future Cherenkov 
Telescope Array

● Use atmosphere as a calorimeter
● Planned: air Cherenkov telescope with 

northern and southern arrays
● Detection of the cherenkov light produced 

in the showers created by high energy 
gammas and cosmic rays that enter the 
atmosphere



  

Gamma ray boxes

Gamma-ray energy:
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Sliding energy window 
technique

Compare: fit with power law bkg 
             to fit with power law bkg and signal
             in sliding energy window 
             (bkg is locally a power law)
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Procedure

4) Calculate 
average limit from 
all mock data sets

2) Generate many 
sets of mock data

3) Perform 
maximum likelihood 
analysis with suitable 

energy windows
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Limits

Preliminary

CTA: a unique opportunity to constrain multiTeV 
DM candidates with gamma rays



  

Backup slides



  

Background Model

● Gammas from 
the GC: diffuse 
gammas and 
Hess source

● Irreducible 
background: 
electrons

● Good rejection: 
protons, but 
still sizable 
background 



  

Mock data: Counts

randomize

“observed” counts:



  

Maximum Likelihood analysis

● Likelihood function
● Poisson probability 

● Expected counts

● 95.5% C.L. → Increase signal normalization from 
its best-fit value until -2logL has changed by 2.71

signal background 

Instrument properties Signal normalization fit parameters
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